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You can rest assured to buy Zhongyuan® Foam Color from our factory and we will offer you the best
after-sale service and timely delivery.

We recruit passionate and dedicated technicians, who not only enjoy their career, but continue to
train and grow their skills year-round. Constant training and education enables us to stay on top of
industry trends，so we can offer top notch services every time you need us.

Summary:

Organic Pigment dispersed in a polyether Polyol. typical applications is PU flexible foam. Aprication
in Furniture, Auto industry…

As the professional manufacture, we would like to provide you Zhongyuan® Foam Color. And we
will offer you the best after-sale service and timely delivery.

In an effort to finest meet up with client's requirements, all of our operations are strictly performed in
line with our motto "High High quality, Competitive Rate, Fast Service" for New Arrival China China
Bubble Color Good New Product Natural Foam Hair Color Supplier, We are looking forward to
receiving your enquiries soon. New Arrival China China Bubble and OEM price, We provide good
quality but unbeatable low price and the best service. Welcome to post your samples and color ring
to us .We will produce the goods according to your request. If you are interested in any products we
offer, please feel free to contact us directly by mail, fax, telephone or internet. We are here to answer
your questions from Monday to Saturday and looking forward to cooperating with you.

Foam Color

The following is an introduction to Zhongyuan® Foam
Color, I hope to help you better understand Foam
Color. Welcome new and old customers to continue to
cooperate with us to create a better future
together!<br />
Organic Pigment dispersed in a polyether Polyol.
typical applications is PU flexible foam. Aprication in
Furniture, Auto industry…
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We are going to make every single effort for being excellent and excellent, and accelerate our ways
for standing while in the rank of international top-grade and high-tech enterprises for Hot Selling for
China Foam Color, We Sincerely welcome consumers from everywhere in the entire world to go to
us, with our multifaceted cooperation and operate jointly to build new markets, make win-win
excellent foreseeable future.
Hot Selling for China Foam Color, In order to meet the increasing requirement of customers both
home and aboard, we'll keep carrying forward the enterprise spirit of "Quality, Creativity, Efficiency
and Credit" and strive to top the current trend and lead fashion. We warmly welcome you to visit our
company and make cooperation.

Foam Color Detail

Color is a powerful marketing tool，Identify your product's market position， distinguish differentis
kinds foams, coordinate packaging with products

Jet Black,Red, Yellow, Blue… Color with high color strength, suit dosing machine

Do not participate in the reaction, Not affect your formula, stable performance, easy to use, is our
biggest advantage.

Foam Color Applications :Industrial

• Flexible and Slabstock Foam

• Batch box foam

• Mould foam

• Other PU products

Foam Color Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 35/200 Kg


